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General Slim’s Golden Rule . . . and Fastenal. 
  

“The actual situation is never as bad or good as the first reports suggest.” 
General William Slim:  Burma, 1942 – 1945. 

  
The man who said that might have been World War Two’s most uncelebrated military leader . . . and also 
the best.  His memoirs of his British army’s 3-year campaign in Burma—beginning with total defeat and 
ending with total victory—would be an education to any CEO in the world, showing them that inspiring 
people to do the impossible can be done by leaders who park their egos at the door.  Having lived through 
very many battles, General Slim believed completely that “The actual situation is never as bad or good as 
the first news suggests.”  
  
It does remind us investors of the right way to deal with headlines, doesn’t it?  We spent the month of 
December waking up to daily catastrophes, or at least deadly threats:  from “Omicron Surges, Economy 
Falters!” to “China’s Property and Debt Crash!” to “Russia Ready for War in Ukraine!”  In the investment 
world such “first reports” paint the picture pretty black, most of the time.  We have to wait, pretty often, 
for “Quarterly Reality Season” (earnings reporting season) to find out what the “actual situation” really 
is.  
  
How nice it was, then, when a good company named Fastenal (which makes thousands of manufacturing 
components and parts) reported this week.  Let’s glance at a key picture from Fastenal.  We might call it 
“Shining a spotlight on the actual situation.” 
  



 
  

In a nutshell, those green squares tell us that Fastenal’s daily sales (almost $24 million) were up 16%.  The 
middle green squares tell us the whole world’s factories were buying.  The bottom square says 
construction companies were strong buyers, but factories were running all out, clamoring with fistfuls of 
cash at Fastenal’s door.  
  
It looks as if the black headlines—those “bad first reports” suggesting an economic world with good 
reason to freeze or at least slow to a crawl—didn’t just overstate the actual situation . . . they got it 100% 
wrong.  In General Slim’s world, it would be as if the headlines blared “Japanese Army Conquers Burma!” 
when the truth was, “Japanese Army Destroyed in Burma!”  
  
We don’t usually get such “180-degrees wrong” first reports . . . but we almost always get “45 to 90-
degrees wrong” ones, or even sharper deviations from what is actually happening on Main Street around 
the world.  Since early 2020, the many Nightmares which the media and the market’s betting crowd 
thought should terrify Main Street . . . have not.  The “actual situation” has been Main Street shrugging 
off nightmare after nightmare, and marching ahead.  It looks like it still is. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  



 


